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This month, we’ve curated four incredible selections, so you can build two 
perfectly balanced bites. We’re pairing an aged, butterscotchy Gouda with 

juicy jam and a pimentón-infused goat cheese with Spanish chorizo.   

Fermin Ibérico Chorizo
Flavored with smoky, spicy paprika, this chorizo is crafted 
in Spain from high-quality Ibérico pork. They feed on acorns, 
roots, and wild herbs, giving this cured meat a sweet, 
herbaceous flavor and a decadent texture. 

Smoky / Spicy / Herbaceous 

PAIRING PRINCIPLES 101
LIKE + LIKE

Items with similar flavor profiles typically make for tasty pairs.

OPPOSITES ATTRACT
Try pairing items with totally contrasting flavors, like sweet with salty.

ALL ABOUT TERROIR
If they come from the same region, it’s likely they’ll go well together.

Mitica® Leonora® a Fuego + Fermin Ibérico Chorizo

YOUR PERFECT PAIRS

Fiesta de Pimentón

The Sweet Treat

The juicy stone fruit flavor in this jam plays well with the butterscotch 
notes in the Roomano, which has just enough saltiness for balance. 

Roomano Extra Aged Gouda + B&R Farms Dried Apricot Spread

HOW TO CUT & SERVE YOUR CHEESE

An invitation to turn up the heat. While neither will overwhelm your 
palate, these Spanish selections share an aromatic smoky flavor. 

@MURRAYSCHEESE | MURRAYSCHEESE.COMSHARE YOUR CHEESY PICS WITH US ON SOCIAL #MURRAYSCHEESE

CRUMBLE
Roomano Extra Aged Gouda

Hold the cheese firmly with one hand. Insert 
your knife into the cheese near the edge of the 
wedge. Wiggle the knife until a large crumble 
pulls away from the wheel. Repeat along the 
edge of the cheese until you get the desired 

amount of crumbled cheese.

PYRAMID CUT
Mitica® Leonora® a Fuego

Start as if you’re cutting a small cake or muffin. 
Make a vertical cut by starting at the top center 
and ending at the base. Make another vertical 
cut and remove the tall wedge from the wheel. 

Place the small cut out wedge its side and make 
parallel cuts to create serving-size portions.

Mitica® Leonora® a Fuego
This is the spicy sibling of Leonora—an original goat’s 
milk creation from Spain. Fudgy and slightly crumbly, 
this cheese has notes of lemon and a sour cream 
tang, balanced by a touch of heat from smoky 
pimentón. 

Sour Cream / Smoky / Spicy 

3-5
WEEKS

AGED

2

B&R Farms Dried Apricot Spread
Rare and delicate Blenheim apricots are freshly picked 
from B&R Farms’ California orchard, sun-dried, and mixed 
with lemon juice and sugar. The spread tastes like a juicy 
apricot frozen in its moment of ripe perfection. 

Sweet / Tart / Fruity 

Roomano Extra Aged Gouda
One of Murray’s most aged selections, this cheese 
spends three years maturing in the Netherlands 
before making its way to the United States. It’s rich 
and craggy, with a savory butterscotch crunch.

Crumbly / Crunchy / Sweet 

3-5
YEARS

AGED

3
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